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Social behavior is heavily influenced by the perception of the behaviors of others. We considered how perceptions (and misperceptions) of kindness can increase generosity in economic transactions. We investigated how these perceptions can alter behavior in a novel real-life situation that pitted kindness against selfishness. That situation, consumer elective pricing, is defined by an economic transaction allowing people to purchase goods or services for any price (including zero). Field and lab experiments compared how people behave in 2 financially identical circumstances: pay-what-you-want (in which people are ostensibly paying for themselves) and pay-it-forward (in which people are ostensibly paying on behalf of someone else). In 4 field experiments, people paid more under pay-it-forward than pay-what-you-want (Studies 1–4). Four subsequent lab studies assessed whether the salience of others explains the increased payments (Study 5), whether ability to justify lowered payments (Study 6), and whether the manipulation was operating through changing the perceptions of others (Studies 7 and 8). When people rely on ambiguous perceptions, pay-it-forward leads to overestimating the kindness of others and a corresponding increase in personal payment. When those perceptions are replaced with explicit descriptive norms (i.e., others’ payment amounts), that effect is eliminated. Finally, subsequent studies confirmed that the effects were not driven by participant confusion (Studies 9A and 9B) and not limited by the specificity of the referent other in the pay-it-forward framing (Study 9C).
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People are self-interested, but they can also be surprisingly generous toward others. As economists and psychologists note, even in environments that promote material self-interest, people are frequently kinder than purely self-interested, conforming to the norms of fairness and reciprocity (Andreoni & Miller, 2002; Charness & Rabin, 2005; Falk & Fischbacher, 2006; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999; Rabin, 1993). While people look to social norms to guide their behavior, social norms can be often ambiguous in unfamiliar or uncertain social contexts. In these situations, individuals’ beliefs about the behavior of others could be influential (Cialdini, Kallgren, & Reno, 1991; Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Sherif, 1936). The present research considers how social forces can increase kindness by influencing the perceptions of others. In particular, we investigated how implicit information about others’ generous behavior influences the level of generosity. Our findings operate in a relatively narrow domain (consumer elective pricing), but as we identify throughout the article, this domain offers opportunities to capture changes in kindness despite meaningful financial incentives pushing in the opposite direction.

People look to the behavior of others to decide how to behave themselves. They use others to learn about the relevant social norms (Cialdini et al., 2006; Cialdini, Reno, & Kallgren, 1990; Goldstein, Cialdini, & Griskevicius, 2008). Social norms are defined as the “rules and standards that are understood by members of a group, and that guide and/or constrain social behaviors without the force of laws” (Cialdini & Trost, 1998). Although a single situation may be guided by different norms, people follow those focal in their attention (Reno, Cialdini, & Kallgren, 1993). The simplest of norms are descriptive norms, which contain information about the behavior of others (Cialdini & Trost, 1998). Descriptive norms simplify social decision making by indicating justifiable course of action even under powerful uncertainty (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955; Sherif, 1936; Tesser, Campbell, & Mickler, 1983). Accordingly, when descriptive norms are made explicit, they can be very influential. People litter more in a littered environment presumably because they have learned that other people are littering (Cialdini et al., 1990; Keizer, Lindenberg, & Steg, 2008), and they hang their towels up more often when they find that other guests are hanging up their towels too (Goldstein et al., 2008). Beliefs about others influence how we decide to behave ourselves.
People are also influenced by their interpretations of others’ behavior, but that means that they may be vulnerable to their own misinterpretations. Pluralistic ignorance is one way in which people misunderstand social norms. People see a common or consensus behavior in others and infer an underlying social norm, but sometimes that inference is inaccurate. Under pluralistic ignorance, everyone might behave similarly, but an observer believes that the observed are doing so out of adherence to a different norm (Miller & McFarland, 1987). Accordingly, people follow the behaviors of others even when they falsely perceive their own attitudes and judgments to be quite different (Allport, 1924; Prentice & Miller, 1993).

With such a potential misperception in mind, we asked, How does social perception influence personal prosocial behavior? Do people correctly estimate the level of others’ generosity (or selfishness) in economic exchanges? A small number of studies have investigated people’s perceptions of others’ prosocial behaviors in contexts where their pure self-interest motive is relevant and salient. Some studies have suggested that people overestimate underlying self-interest, for example, inferring that others donate blood for financial incentives (Miller & Ratner, 1998). Other studies started with a similar bias (“Other people are more selfish than I am”) but revealed error in self-perception: the observers were just as selfish as the people they observed (Epley & Dunning, 2000). When it comes to prosocial spending, people think that others are less likely to spend and choose to spend less.

When the prosocial trappings are stripped away, people spontaneously judge others to be much more willing to part ways with their money. When estimating how much others would be willing to pay for goods, people consistently believe that others would pay more (Frederick, 2012). In combination with these observations, we can see that there are substantial misperceptions of others, but the direction of that misperception is substantially guided by context. In this article, we consider behavior in a context that is somewhat prosocial and somewhat commercial. As we demonstrate, that combination allows for a mixture of misperception and social influence that prompts more generous behavior.

**Consumer Elective Pricing: Pay-What-You-Want and Pay-it-Forward**

The context for our investigation was consumer elective pricing. Consumer elective pricing, as we defined it here, is any commercial transaction in which the buyer can pay any price for a good or service. Consumer elective pricing offers an opportunity to test the extent to which people deviate from pure self-interest in transactions that are both commercial and social. Maximizing immediate self-interest would move people to pay zero, whereas considering others’ welfare (e.g., sellers) would push them to pay more. Furthermore, consumer elective pricing provides a conservative setting for evaluating generous behaviors because such behaviors necessarily come at directly measurable personal costs (i.e., they are incentive compatible).

The most well-documented form of consumer elective pricing is pay-what-you-want (PWYW) pricing. PWYW has received much popular and academic attention. A precipitating event came in the release of (British popular music artist) Radiohead’s album *In Rainbows in 2007*. The band released the album as a pay-what-you-want download and was rewarded with one of their most frequently purchased albums. Since Radiohead’s PWYW album made headlines, more independent musicians (e.g., Girl Talk, Amanda Palmer) are adopting PWYW. But the applicability of PWYW goes beyond the marginal or “creative” market territory. For instance, Panera, a large restaurant chain, also opened PWYW cafes for soups and sandwiches. HumbleBundle attracts millions of customers, sells many categories of products (e.g., video games, digital music, and e-books), and is hugely profitable with a PWYW pricing set-up. Even if most customers are self-interested, there is enough social kindness left over to sustain company profitability.

Some studies have investigated this surprisingly generous behavior (e.g., Kim, Natter, & Spann, 2009; Mak, Zwick, & Rao, 2010; Regner & Barria, 2009; Regner & Rienzer, 2012; Schmidt, Spann, & Zeithammer, 2012). Such generous behavior is particularly surprising given that it involves explicitly financial exchanges that otherwise increase selfishness (Vohs, Mead, & Goode, 2006). PWYW transactions invoke concerns of reciprocity and fairness (e.g., Kim et al., 2009), suggesting that people feel obligated to pay, even when offered an opportunity not to do so. An important motive for buyers is maintaining or burningish their self-image and self-identity in making decisions about whether to buy and how much to pay (Gneezy, Gneezy, Nelson, Brown, 2010; Gneezy, Gneezy, Rienzer, & Nelson, 2012). The latter set of studies showed that self-image concerns can push people to pay more, but it may also make them less likely to buy so as to avoid the scrutiny of the situation altogether.

In these situations, how are people influenced by their beliefs about the behaviors of others? PWYW transactions are direct exchanges between a buyer and a seller, invoking concerns of reciprocity and fairness. Because the “appropriate” price is often inherently ambiguous, a useful point of reference might be to know what others pay. When that information is not available (as it most often is not), people make guesses. Do those guesses change when different norms are highlighted, as in the case we investigated, when payments are implicitly linked with the behavior of other customers, not just with that of the seller? Because descriptive norms can influence prosocial behaviors (e.g., Goldstein et al., 2008), if people judge others to be generous, that descriptive norm may induce more generosity.

We find such a framing manipulation in a close cousin of PWYW: Pay-it-forward. Under pay-it-forward (PIF) pricing, people are still given the opportunity to electively choose any price they want (including zero), but the payment is treated differently. Customers are told that their product has been paid for by a previous customer and that their payment will be on behalf of someone else who comes later. PIF is less common than PWYW, but it does exist. To give one example, diners at Seva Café, a restaurant in Ahmedabad, India, are told that a previous guest paid for their meal as a gift, and they have a chance to make a similar gift for a future guest. Another related example is a movement of “suspended coffee” cafes in various European cities. At these coffee shops, people can choose to pay for two (or more) cups of coffee, one for themselves and the other, “suspended” cup for anyone who wants it (Poggioli, 2013).

From the perspective of the seller, PIF pricing is financially identical to PWYW pricing: all customers receive a good and choose the price they want to pay, and all of that payment goes to the seller. However, a PIF framing transforms the direct reciprocal relationship between the buyer and seller under PWYW pricing to a symbolically social relationship with other customers: the re-
ceiver and giver of a gift. In this way, the direct exchange with the seller also takes on a symbolic social exchange.

In this research, we compared behaviors under the two forms of consumer elective pricing: PWYW and PIF. We expected that the forces influencing PWYW behavior would also influence PIF behavior. People would seek to be fair to sellers and reciprocate their efforts and to maximize their self-image and social image. Under PIF, despite facing an identical financial bottom line, those same forces might change qualitatively or quantitatively.

**How Do Others’ Behavior Influence Payments in Consumer Elective Pricing?**

Although, as we describe later, our research was guided by an effort to consider (and discard) alternative explanations, our core prediction relied on the findings described earlier. PIF, by dint of its definition and implementation, encourages people to think about the payments of others. Furthermore, because part of consumer elective pricing is commercial, people think that others are paying a lot (Frederick, 2012). However, because part of consumer elective pricing is social, people are especially guided by the norms of others. In combination, these forces could potentially combine to lead people to increase payments under PIF relative to PWYW. Our first four studies demonstrate that relationship in field experiments.

We then present and test four possible explanations for why people might pay more under PIF than PWYW: salience of others, differential weights for reciprocity and generosity, payment as justification, and generosity matching. Each of these accounts is further detailed in the section after our report of the four field studies (Studies 1–4), but here we briefly describe these mechanisms.

Our first account, salience of others, predicts that people are more generous under PIF than PWYW because the PIF framing makes others more salient and present than the PWYW framing. This explicit reference to other customers may increase the pressure to reciprocate or look generous. The account involving differential weights for reciprocity and generosity predicts that people pay more under PIF than PWYW because they might be basing their payment on the opportunity to be generous rather than on social pressures of having to reciprocate the action of the seller. Our third account, payment as justification, is that people pay because they feel that they need to justify their payments more under PIF. Last, generosity matching predicts that people perceive a higher level of generosity in others under PIF than PWYW and pay more to match their perception of others. We tested whether one or more of these accounts explain why people pay more under PIF than PWYW in Studies 5–8.

Consumer elective pricing provides a rich setting for evaluating generous behaviors because they can be tested both in the lab and the field. While lab experimentation is useful for testing the psychological variables in a controlled setting, it provides an abstract environment, for which behavior may systematically differ from behaviors in the field (Cialdini, 2009). Accordingly, we used field experiments to identify the phenomenon we were investigating and followed up with lab experiments to better understand the psychology of the phenomenon.

**The Overall Plan of the Studies**

The article is roughly divided into two portions. The first goes to lengths to establish the reliability and generalizability of our primary prediction that people will pay more under PIF than under PWYW. We conducted an initial field experiment with a museum, randomly assigning visitors to receive either a PWYW or a PIF message (Study 1). We then conducted nearly exact replications at the same field setting, confirming customers’ understanding of the pricing (Study 2) and the financial interpretation of the results (Study 3). We then moved to a different field setting (a gourmet coffee vendor) to test whether the effect could generalize to a very different setting (Study 4).

The second part of the article reports our efforts to understand why people pay more under PIF. We developed a laboratory paradigm in which actual goods were exchanged for actual payments and that also allowed us to manipulate psychologically meaningful moderators and observe their influence. We tested how participants’ payments were influenced by the identifiability of the giver and receiver (Study 5), the ability to communicate with the next participant (Study 6), and knowledge about the behavior of the previous participant (Studies 7 and 8). A final study includes three additional experiments in which people predicted their own behavior or the behavior of others under different articulations of the central manipulations (Experiments 9a–9c). These experiments helped us to rule out some plausible confounds and provide some additional insight into the generality of the basic relationship.

**Study 1: A Field Experiment in Museum Admission Payment**

**Method**

We conducted a field experiment at the Cartoon Art Museum (CAM) in San Francisco. The CAM showcases 6,000 pieces of original cartoon and animation art, is located in a central part of the city, and charges approximately $7 on regular admission days. It has been hosting a Pay-What-You-Wish Tuesday on the first Tuesday of every month for more than 10 years. Groups of participants (N = 151 groups) in this study were the individuals who visited the museum on the first Tuesdays of September and October in 2011 from 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. We predetermined the 2-month window and did not analyze any data until the completion of the experiment. For this study, and all that follow, we report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions (if any), all manipulations, and all measures in the study (Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011).

During the experiment, our team of experimenters functionally took over the staffing of the museum. As we detail later, they handled the random assignment, presented the manipulated payment request, administered all transactions, and recorded responses.

All visitors were assigned to one of two conditions. Participants in the PWYW condition were told

Today is a Pay-What-You-Wish Day. You can pay what you want for your admission. How much would you like to pay?

We used “Pay-What-You-Wish Day” instead of “Pay-What-You-Want Day” because that is the term the museum has typically been
using in its promotional materials. Participants in the PIF conditions were told

Today is a Pay-What-You-Wish Day. A visitor who came earlier paid for your admission. Since you are paid for, you now have a chance to pay forward the admission for another person who will come later today. How much would you like to pay forward for another person’s admission?

The research assistant at the reception desk greeted visitors as they entered the museum and delivered the manipulation. When people arrived in groups (58% of the time), everyone in the group was assigned to the same condition. Conditional assignment was determined as follows. The first group of the day was randomly assigned to one of the two conditions. We then alternated after every 10 groups of visitors. This was occasionally extended to 11 or 12 consecutive groups if the groups were immediately adjacent in line because we did not want to risk contamination across conditions. Visitors trickled in throughout the day, so this was a rare occurrence. We had three large groups that consisted of more than 10 people per group. They were 36 children from a local school, 11 people from a nonprofit organization for the mentally disabled, and 17 people from a halfway house. We did not communicate with each individual in these groups but gave our pricing manipulation to the group leaders who did not share this information with their group members. The analysis we report here included these people, but excluding these groups changes neither the direction nor the statistical significance of the effect.1

Data analysis strategy. We recorded each participant’s payment amount, the time he or she entered the museum, the number of people in a group, and immediately obvious demographic information (i.e., the gender composition of the group, and their approximate ages and ethnic backgrounds).2 We predicted that people would pay more under PIF pricing than under PWYW pricing. The correct specification of the analysis was not immediately obvious. People frequently come in groups, so group-level analysis seemed appropriate. Of course, not all groups are of the same size, and group size could (and does) have a substantial influence on payment amounts. Basically, bigger groups paid more than smaller groups since more people were gaining admission. Group size also could (and does) have a perverse effect akin to social loafing (Freeman, Walker, Borden, & Latané, 1975; Lynn & Grassman, 1990; Seiter & Weger, 2010); as groups get larger there is a bit more anonymity and a little more selfishness. These concerns suggest that the size of the group should be accounted for in the analysis. However, some groups were composed of individuals who each chose to pay separately (and whose payments were independent of each other), and some groups submitted one payment, but only after each person made an individual contribution to the person directly paying the receptionist. These suggest that an individual-level analysis might be reasonable.

We decided to focus on the following specification: payment-per-person, with the group as the unit of analysis. Accordingly, that is the analysis we report in text for this study and the subsequent field studies. Nevertheless, because that decision is at least somewhat arbitrary, Table S1.2 in the online supplemental materials reports the results of the alternative specifications. As that table reveals, the specification influences both the size and the statistical significance of the effects. Nevertheless, regardless of the specification, the findings remain supportive of the central hypothesis.

Results and Discussion

Groups paid more under PIF than they did under PWYW ($M = \$2.67 per person vs. \$1.82 per person$), $F(1,149) = 4.74, p = .031$. For alternative specifications of the analysis, see Table S1.2 in the online supplemental materials.

Despite extremely similar wording and identical financial implications, people paid more under PIF than under PWYW. Although consistent with our prediction, we wanted to see if the pattern of results would replicate. Furthermore, when discussing this finding with colleagues some months later, someone raised the possibility that our participants might have simply misunderstood the payment description.3 Specifically, it may have been the case that people paid more under PIF simply because they inferred that previous visitors had paid a full regular admission price of $7. We therefore rephrased our manipulation to eliminate this ambiguity and replicated the experiment in Study 2.

Study 2: A Second Field Experiment in Museum Admission Payment

We sought to make Study 2 to be a nearly perfect replication of Study 1 with a small adjustment in the wording of the pricing manipulation.

Method

We conducted an experiment on one PWYW day on June 5, 2012, at CAM. The museum receives considerably higher traffic in the summer months. Accordingly, we estimated that a single day would be enough for data collection. The procedure was the same as in Study 1 except for the following: To make sure participants understood that all visitors ($N = 152$ groups consisting of 372 individual visitors)4 paid what they wanted for admission, we specifically explained that to everyone. We told participants in the PWYW condition:

Today is a Pay-What-You-Wish Day so all visitors will be admitted regardless of how much they pay. Today, all visitors, including you, can pay any price they want for their own admission. How much do you want to pay?

Participants in the PIF condition were told

Today is a Pay-What-You-Wish Day so all visitors will be admitted regardless of how much they pay. Today all visitors, including you, can pay any price they want for the admission of someone who comes later today. But your admission has already been paid for by someone who came earlier, and you have a chance to pay for someone else who

---

1 The results after excluding these cases: $M_{PWYW} = $2.73 vs. $F(1,146) = 5.73, p = .025$.
2 Although we collected this demographic information, we never seriously considered it. In general, women paid slightly more than men (in Studies 1, 2, 4, and 6) and older people paid more than younger people (in Studies 1, 2, and 3). Because those factors were not systematically linked to conditional assignment, none influenced the operation of the manipulation. Those variables are visible in the available data sets.
3 Thanks, Clayton Critcher.
4 One student group ($n = 18$) came with their teacher as part of a class trip. Another group ($n = 5$) had a prepaid “Go Card” which guaranteed free admission to all museums. Neither group received either version of the manipulation, and hence neither could be included in the analysis.
will come later. How much do you want to pay?

We recorded the same information as in Study 1.

Results and Discussion

Consistent with the results of Study 1, participants paid significantly more under PIF. That is, even when people were specifically told that all visitors paid what they wanted for admission, they still paid more under PIF than PWYW ($M = $3.07 per person vs. $2.19 per person), $F(1, 150) = 5.33$, $p = .022$. Table $1.2$ in the online supplemental materials reports alternative specifications of the analysis.

Study 3: A Third Field Experiment in Museum Admission Payment (and a Test of Cannibalization From Other Purchasing)

We had two goals for Study 3. First, we sought an additional replication of the results from Studies 1 and 2. Second, we wanted to examine, and possibly rule out, a potential downstream consequence of our effects. In simplified form, the museum has two sources of revenue: admission payments and purchases from the museum store. If people pay more for admission, will they pay less when they visit the gift shop later?

Method

We conducted Study 3 on four different PWYW days at CAM from November 2012 to February 2013. We gathered this larger sample so that we might have at least tolerable power for looking at variation in store purchases. The procedure is the same as in Study 1 except that this time all visitors ($N = 304$) were given a colored sticker and asked to put it on their shirt before they entered the museum. Visitors in the PWYW condition received a green sticker and those in the PIF condition received a blue sticker. As in the previous studies, we recorded their payments for admission (as well as group size) at the front desk. Additionally, in the museum store, a research assistant who was blind to the conditional assignment recorded the purchased items, the total receipt, and the sticker color of all customers.

Results

Replicating the previous two experiments, people paid more under PIF than PWYW ($M = $3.59 per person vs. $2.64 per person), $F(1, 302) = 10.33$, $p = .001$. There was no evidence that our manipulation cannibalized from overall revenue, however. The PIF visitors made similarly sized purchases as those in the PWYW condition ($M_{\text{PWYW}} = $20.64 vs. $M_{\text{PIF}} = $14.83), $t(150) = 1.14$, $p = .23$. The number of people purchasing in the PWYW relative to the PIF condition did not differ, $\chi^2 = 1.45$, $p = .23$. The combination of these factors (a slight increase in purchase likelihood from one group and a slight increase in purchase amount from the other) meant that total revenue was very similar in the two conditions.

The three field experiments at CAM provide robust evidence that people pay more under PIF than PWYW. Of course, replicable does not mean generalizable. We cannot speak to every possible application of PIF pricing, but in our next study, we wanted to at least investigate that it could work in a fairly different setting. One particular concern related to generalizability is that museum admissions might be peculiar. Museums are nonprofits, so payments might already feel more like donations—a feeling that might be intensified under PIF. Furthermore, museums fairly clearly have almost zero variable costs; if a museum admits four people or 400 people, the costs are almost unchanged. Accordingly, a single individual could reasonably infer that he or she personally is costless to serve, thereby plausibly becoming unusually sensitive to the manipulation. We conducted a fourth field experiment to test whether our findings would replicate with a for-profit company.

Study 4: A Field Experiment With a Gourmet Coffee Vendor

We sought a business collaborator with all of the following features. It sold a product that had clear unit costs. It was clearly a for-profit company. It served a different population than that served by the first three studies (who were primarily residents of and visitors to the city of San Francisco). We also wanted to find a company for which elective pricing might be plausibly profitable because of small costs and relatively frequent purchases (e.g., we did not approach any Maserati dealerships).

Method

“Ola’s Corner,” a gourmet coffee vendor in the Bay Area, specializes in rare African coffees and, among a few other locations, operates coffee stands at local farmers’ markets. We sold cups of Ola’s coffee at a farmers’ market in Jack London Square in Oakland, California. As with Studies 1 and 2, we used the existing infrastructure (i.e., the tent, signs, and carafes) that Dr. Ola regularly used but completely replaced the staff with research assistants. Participating groups ($N = 132$ groups) in this study were the people who bought coffee on two subsequent Sundays in April 2012 approximately from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. We predetermined the two Sundays and did not analyze any data until the completion of the experiment. We asked customers who approached the counter for a cup of coffee to either pay what they wanted for a cup of coffee or pay-it-forward to another customer. Participants in the PWYW condition were told, “Today, you can pay what you want for a cup of coffee. How much would you like to pay?” In the PIF condition, they were told

Today, you can pay what you want for a cup of coffee. A person who came earlier has paid for your coffee. Now that your coffee’s been paid for, you have a chance to pay it forward to a person who will come later. How much would you like to pay forward?

Similar to the previous studies, we recorded each customer’s payment, the time of the transaction, the group size, the number of cups purchased (which differ in the event that a group approaches the counter, but only some people buy coffee), and immediately

---

3 People paid more, in both conditions, in Study 2 than in Study 1. Though it is possible that our clarified wording had this effect, it seems just as likely that it is a seasonality effect. Perhaps people simply pay more in the springtime?
obvious demographic information (i.e., the gender composition of the group, and their approximate ages and ethnic backgrounds).6

Results and Discussion

Consistent with the results of Studies 1–3, people paid more for coffee under PIF than PWYW ($M = $2.33 vs. $1.93 per cup), $F(1, 130) = 6.50, p = .012$. Table S1.2 in the online supplemental materials reports alternative specifications of the analysis.

Thus far, four studies conducted in two different field settings (one nonprofit and one for-profit; see Table 1) showed that people pay more under PIF than under PWYW. These studies established that the manipulation was consequential, but they did little to explain why this difference emerges. We tried to answer this question in Studies 5–8.

Why Do People Pay More Under PIF?

Four Possible Accounts

Previous research has documented strong social norms for reciprocation (Cialdini, 1993; Fehr, Gächter, & Kirchsteiger, 1997; Goranson & Berkowitz, 1966; Gouldner, 1960; Trivers, 1971). Reciprocation implies a relationship in which one party responds in kind for a deed (good or bad) by the other party (Fehr & Gächter, 2000). Under PWYW, customers might be reciprocating the behavior of the seller for the product or services they received. People also reciprocate indirectly, returning one party’s kind or unkind behavior to another party (Alexander, 1987; Gray, Ward, & Norton, 2014; Nowak & Sigmund, 1998). Accordingly, people might be indirectly reciprocating a customer’s kind behavior to another customer under PIF. People contribute as much if reciprocity is indirect as if it is direct (Dufwenberg, Gneezy, Güth, & van Damme, 2001). Reciprocation in either direct or indirect form might explain why people pay more than $0 overall, but there is no evidence suggesting that people are more pressured to reciprocate indirectly than directly. Furthermore, it is clear that the goods and services are available regardless of the previous parties’ payments. There is little formal indebtedness. Then why do people pay more when paying forward than paying what they want?

We speculate four possible explanations that may explain the phenomenon. The first possibility, which we termed salience of others, is that people pay more under PIF than PWYW because other customers in the exchanges are made more salient in the PIF framing than in the PWYW framing. Perhaps, people are thinking of PIF as a gift exchange rather than as a financial exchange. Predictably, social exchanges engage a very different psychology than financial exchanges, and it may be the case that PIF invokes the norms and pressures of social exchanges. Although people would want to reciprocate in both PWYW and PIF exchanges, the pressure to reciprocate might be stronger when the presence of others becomes salient as in the PIF framing. PIF is merely a symbolic gift exchange in which there is no definitive “other,” but people may nevertheless feel indebted and pressured to reciprocate.7

If PIF payments are primarily driven by the salience of others, then a variable that intensifies the salience should increase the difference. One way to increase the salience of others in a PIF exchange is to shift the giver/recipient from ambiguous and anonymous to specific and identified. People are more engaged when processing information about a specific target (Chaiken, 1980; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) and are more willing to help an identified victim more than a statistical victim (Schelling, 1968; Small & Loewenstein, 2003). Accordingly, if salience of others lies at the explanation for PIF effectiveness, then people would pay more under PIF when the anonymity and ambiguous identity of others in their exchange relationships are removed. We considered this possibility in Study 5.

The second account, differential weights for reciprocity and generosity, predicts that people pay more under PIF because of an opportunity to be generous to others. People would want to reciprocate under both PWYW and PIF, but people may be kinder when an exchange involves not only pure reciprocation of the kindness from one person, but it also offers an opportunity to be generous to another person as in PIF. People may also want to be generous toward the seller under PWYW. When thinking about how much they want to pay, people may think more about a fair price, rather than a price that they would pay to feel generous. Or they might feel pressured to reciprocate and pay the minimum amount that is considered appropriate to avoid social pressure (DellaVigna, List, & Malmendier, 2012). But when paying forward, they might feel less tied to the need to reciprocate but more driven by an opportunity to be generous toward the recipient of a gift and pay more than the amount that pure reciprocation would induce them to pay.

As with the salience of others account, the differential weights for reciprocity and generosity account predicts that increasing the presence of others would increase payments under PWYW and PIF. But differential weights for reciprocity and generosity account

---

6 As with Study 1–3, we did not have any specific predictions for these measures, and so we did not report those results here. Nevertheless, those variables and those data are available with the complete data sets.

7 Customers’ concern for other buyers is necessarily not literal; the next customer gets the same offer regardless. But they may still feel direct guilt for paying zero or very little.

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Pay-what-you-want</th>
<th>Pay-it-forward</th>
<th>t tests, p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1.89 (n = 74; 2.03)</td>
<td>$2.67 (n = 77; 2.69)</td>
<td>t(149) = 2.18, p = .031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$2.19 (n = 77; 2.05)</td>
<td>$3.07 (n = 75; 2.63)</td>
<td>t(150) = 2.31, p = .022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$2.64 (n = 163; 2.20)</td>
<td>$3.58 (n = 141; 2.91)</td>
<td>t(304) = 3.21, p = .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1.93 (n = 67; 0.93)</td>
<td>$2.33 (n = 65; 0.90)</td>
<td>t(130) = 2.55, p = .012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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further separates the influences of the salience of the giver and that of the recipient of a gift and predicts that increasing the identifiability of the recipient produces a higher levels of generosity. We tested this possibility in Study 5.

The third account is that perhaps people are thinking of payment as justification. People may feel more pressured to justify their level of kindness under PIF, and in the absence of any other means of communication, an increased payment is easier to justify. People avoid morally discrediting behavior, but if they can justify it, subsequent behavior may be more unethical (Miller & Effron, 2010; Monin & Miller, 2001). Accordingly, people make more morally questionable choices if they can effectively hide their true motive and justify their behaviors (Snyder, Kleck, Strenta, & Mentzer, 1979). Paying zero or very little under PIF could cost customers’ social image since their generosity would be judged purely based on their payment amount. If, on the other hand, people are offered a costless opportunity to save their social image through justification, they may pay less. We considered this possibility in Study 6.

Our fourth account, generosity matching, develops out of our initial argument about the influence of descriptive norms. Perhaps people believe that PIF pricing increases generosity in others. Such a systematic perception informs intuitions about existing norms that subsequently guide behavior. Although descriptive norms of others’ behavior are not operating on the trade-offs of the exchange itself, they are invoked indirectly by the situation. PIF does not permit true generosity or reciprocity between customers, but it most likely makes people think about those constructs when they are determining their payments. Perhaps, under PIF, people believe that others paid more and align their own behavior accordingly. We considered that possibility in Studies 7 and 8.

To test why people consistently pay more under PIF than under PWYW, we created a laboratory setting that allowed for manipulations impractical in the field, while still allowing for actual payments.

**Study 5: A Laboratory Experiment on Identifiability, Reciprocity, and Generosity**

If people pay more under PIF than under PWYW because of the salience of others in the PIF pricing frame, an increase in the identifiability of the giver or recipient should increase the salience of others and therefore increase payments. Prior research has shown that social preferences are heavily influenced by knowledge of and experience with the givers and recipients of prosocial acts (Small & Loewenstein, 2003; Small & Simonsohn, 2008). For example, in a field experiment, people gave 26% more to a charity when the recipient was already determined (a single family from a set of four) than when it would be determined later (Small & Loewenstein, 2003). Recipients were only slightly more identifiable (i.e., people do not get to know the recipients), but the financial consequences were meaningful and reliable. If a similar process underlies PIF, then as identifiability increases so should payments.

Our experimental design manipulated whether participants had direct interaction with the participant who immediately preceded, or immediately followed, in sequence. Additionally, in Study 5, we tested whether the account of differential weights for reciprocity and generosity could explain the conditional difference between PWYW and PIF. If this account were responsible for the phenomenon, people would pay more under PIF (as opposed to PWYW) because they want to be generous to the next participant rather than feel a need to reciprocate for the previous participant. Accordingly, if we increased the identifiability of the next participant, then that should make people pay more. If reciprocity is more important than generosity, then we could make the reverse prediction: under PIF people would pay more when the previous participant is identifiable. Our design should be able to identify if either of these mechanisms influences the effect and then differentiate between them.

It should be noted that we conducted the experiment without any clear prediction between the proposed accounts, as each can be quite reasonably justified by previously published findings. Instead, we conducted the study to see which account seemed to offer the best explanation for the effect.

**Method**

Undergraduates (N = 294) at University of California, Berkeley, participated in a 2 (pricing: PWYW or PIF) × 3 (social exchange: previous participant, next participant, or control/no interaction) between-participants design study. We aimed for at least 40 participants per cell and collected data until the end of the semester. We did not analyze any data until the study was concluded. In this study, before the session started, some participants briefly interacted with a confederate who appeared to be the previous participant or the next participant or who had no social interaction. In Studies 5, 6, 7, and 8, we used similar methodologies, so it is important to note that the participant samples were entirely nonoverlapping.

Participants in the “previous participant” condition were escorted from the waiting room area to the experiment room, where a confederate was seated in front of a laptop. The experimenter said, “Oh, this is Sarah. She’s just finishing up. Can you wait for a minute? Let me grab something. I’ll be right back.” After the experimenter left the room, Sarah, the confederate, introduced herself to the participant and chatted for a minute. The conversation was scripted to be similar across all participants; the confederate restated her name and conversed about general topics related to being in school (e.g., year in school, academic majors, and so forth). The goal was to make certain that the participant was aware of “Sarah” but not to make the interaction intensely personal, which would have created a very different set of interpersonal pressures.

The experimenter then returned (after about 60 s) with the payment and receipt of the show-up fee and told the confederate, “Sarah, you can leave now. Thank you for your participation.” The experimenter then began the session.

Participants in the “next participant” condition met the confederate in the waiting room. The experimenter greeted the participants and said, “Hi, are you [participant’s name]? Great.” The experimenter then asked the confederate her name. The confederate told her that her name was Sarah. The experimenter checked her clipboard and told Sarah, “You’re here early. You’re scheduled for the next session, which is after [participant’s name]’s session. Could you wait for 25–30 min? Okay, can you give me a moment? Let me grab something. I’ll be right back.” The experimenter left the waiting room, and the confederate introduced herself to the
participant and chatted for a minute following the same script as in the other condition. As in the previous participant condition, the experimenter was gone for approximately 60 s. The experimenter returned after about a minute and took the participant to an experiment room and began the session. In the control condition, participants did not interact with a confederate and were ushered to and from the experiment room without interacting with any confederates.

After the social interaction manipulation, each participant was seated in front of a laptop, paid a $10 show-up fee in $1 bills, and asked to begin the survey that was unrelated to the main purpose of this study. At the end of this survey, participants were asked how much they enjoyed their experience at school, how much they liked participating in academic research, to what extent they felt that they were a generous person, and to what extent they had more or less money than an average student in the same school.

After participants completed the survey, they received the manipulation of payment type. An experimenter gave each a coffee mug with the university logo (“Cal,” written in yellow writing on a blue mug) and asked the participant to either pay what he or she wanted for the mug or pay it forward for the next participant. The participants in the PWYW condition were told Today you will receive a Cal mug. The mug is yours, but you also have an option to pay what you want for it. You can put your payment in this envelope and drop it in the box on the desk.

The participants in the PIF condition were told Today you will receive a Cal mug. The mug is yours. It was paid for by the participant before you. You have a chance to pay it forward to the next participant. You can put your payment in this envelope and drop it in the box on the desk.

The experimenter left the room for a few minutes, returned, and asked participants to proceed to a short end survey on the computer screen. The payments participants left in the envelopes constituted a critical dependent variable.

Although participants’ payment amount for a mug was our main dependent variable, we assessed a number of variables that might have influenced the payment amount. After making their payment decision, participants were asked to indicate to what extent various factors influenced their payment amount for a mug. The factors, assessed with 7-point Likert-type scales, were the $10 show-up fee, support of an academic research project, the color of the mug, novelty value of this experiment, the value of the school logo, school affiliation, an average price of a mug, and expectation by the experimenter. Furthermore, participants estimated the payment made by the previous and next participants for a mug. All participants were asked to what extent their payment was fair. They were asked to estimate the actual price of a mug at a campus bookstore. We also asked how satisfied they were with the mug and the study. Last, all participants were asked to provide demographic information such as age, gender, and ethnicity. All of the variables, with exact wording, are available in supplemental materials and are included in the available data set. The participants were debriefed, thanked, and excused.

Results and Discussion

Before analyzing the data, we excluded six participants whom research assistants had identified as unreasonable to include: Three participants knew the confederate (and therefore could not be told that her name was “Sarah”), one participant knew about the study (and the deception) from a friend, and two participants were intoxicated with alcohol (the session was scheduled immediately after the conclusion of a college football game across the street that both participants had attended. Their inebriety was independently identified by the experimenter, the confederate, and the participants themselves). These exclusion decisions were made prior to conducting any analysis, but a post hoc analysis including those participants changed neither the direction nor the statistical significance of any effects. See Table S4 in the online supplemental materials for a full reporting of these results.

The exclusion of six participants left a final sample size of 288. A 2 (pricing: PWYW vs. PIF) × 3 (social exchange: previous participant, next participant, or control/no interaction) analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the payment for a mug yielded only a main effect of pricing, that such PIF participants paid more for the mug than did PWYW participants ($M = $1.79 vs. $1.27), $F(1, 282) = 6.39, $p = .012$.

There was no evidence that knowing either the giver or receiver had any influence on payment amounts. There was no main effect of social exchange, $F(2, 282) = 0.96, p = .385$, nor was there a Pricing × Social Exchange interaction, $F(2, 282) = 0.22, p = .803$. As revealed in Figure 1, across all social exchange conditions, people paid more under PIF than under PWYW, but the size of that difference was not influenced by the social exchange manipulation.

Predictions About the Payments of the Next Participant and the Previous Participant

Generosity matching, one of our three alternative accounts for higher payments under PIF, predicts that the PIF pricing frame indirectly invokes norms of generosity and reciprocity. We reasoned that such implicit social forces operate at least partially on people’s perception of others’ behaviors under PIF. To test whether participants’ belief about others’ payments influenced their own payment, we asked all participants to estimate how much the previous and next participants would pay for the mug. Regardless of condition, actual payments were highly correlated with beliefs about the payment of the previous participant ($r = .418$) and the next participant ($r = .449$).

---

8 The unrelated experiment concerned evaluating a food item, its randomness was independent of this study, and the data were never analyzed together.

9 We included these items primarily as potential exploratory variables. In fact, we did not observe any significant effects on the critical dependent variable (i.e., payment). Accordingly, with the exception of the analysis of the items about the predicted payments of others, we did not elaborate on their analysis. We included the exact same items in the subsequent studies so as to replicate as closely as possible across studies and to leave consistent data were anyone to subsequently go back and reanalyze the experimental data. Accordingly, all of the measures are reported in Table S2 in the online supplemental materials, and all of the data are available for download.
There was one additional effect of note: Participants thought that others—either the previous participant ($M = $2.03) or the next participant ($M = $2.09)—paid more than they did ($M = $1.53), $t(287) = 5.07, p < .001. This effect is surprising and important. First, it is surprising in light of the many findings on egocentrism and the better-than-average effect (Alba & Hutchinson, 2000; Gilovich, Medvec, & Savitsky, 2000; Kruger, 1999; Kruger & Dunning, 1999). A simplified representation of that literature is that people think of themselves as generally better on more positive or flattering attributes, of which generosity (in the form of elective payments) would have seemed to qualify. Alternatively, if we reframe the payment as merely an expression of willingness to pay for the product, then we can appeal to a more basic phenomenon. Most people think that other people are willing to pay more for every product than they would themselves (Frederick, 2012). Why do people think that others are more generous than themselves? Furthermore, in combination with the high correlation with personal payment, how might that misperception guide behavior?

Under elective pricing, it is difficult for people to identify the “correct” payment amount—the amount that simultaneously maximizes the personal sense of propriety and frugality. One shortcut for finding that point is to ask a related question: What do other people pay? (In fact, across all study designs, participants frequently articulated this question. All research assistants were trained to say, “You can pay whatever price is right for you.”). With a mental reference in mind, the payment decision is easier; people can pay an amount that is similar to what they think others must be paying. If, as we suspect, beliefs about others are critical in determining personal payments, then it is enough to believe than the specific language (PIF vs. PWYW) would influence the payments of others. If a person thinks that other people would pay more under PIF, then that inference will subsequently guide their own behavior. In the analyses that follow, we offer some tentative tests of this hypothesis.

Testing the Mediating Role of Perceptions of Others’ Payments

To test whether the relationship between pricing manipulation and payment for the mug was mediated by beliefs about others’ payments, we conducted a mediation analysis following the procedures recommended by Preacher and Hayes (2004). Because participants’ estimations of the amounts paid by the previous and next participants were highly correlated ($r = .745, p < .001$), we used the average of the combined estimations as the mediating variable in our analysis.

Multiple regression analyses were conducted to assess each component of the proposed mediation model. First, the results show that our pricing manipulation (PWYW was coded 0, and PIF was coded 1) was positively associated with the perception of others’ payments ($B = 0.47, t(279) = 2.43, p = .016$, and the perception of others’ payments were positively associated with participants’ actual payment ($B = 0.55, t(279) = 2.58, p = .010$). Last, the results indicate that the mediator, the perception of others’ payments, was positively associated with the participants’ actual payments ($B = 0.41, t(279) = 8.43, p < .001$). The 95% confidence interval (CI) of the indirect effect was obtained with 1,000 bootstrap resamples, and results of the mediation analysis confirmed the mediating role of the perception of others’ payments in the relation between pricing manipulation and the actual payments ($B = 0.226, CI [0.069, 0.461]$). Additionally, the direct effect of pricing on actual payments became nonsignificant ($B = 0.24, t(279) = 1.39, p = .16$, when controlling for the predicted others’ payments.

Given a high correlation between the predicted others’ payments and the actual payments ($r = .463, p < .001$), it is equally plausible that participants’ actual payments mediated the perception of others’ payments. This parallel account was also supported by the analysis—actual payments mediated the relationship between pricing manipulation and perception of others’ payments ($B = 0.234, CI = [0.054, 0.488]$). Differentiating the two pathways would require directly manipulating the perceptions of the payments of others; a manipulation we employ in Studies 7 and 8.

The results from Study 5 replicated the results obtained in the field experiments: people paid more under PIF than under PWYW pricing. Notably, the results of Study 5 suggest that this effect cannot be entirely attributed to the salience of others or differential weights for reciprocity and generosity accounts. Furthermore, there is some support for the idea that the effect may be partially driven by participants’ beliefs about the payments of others.

Before moving to a more direct test of that possibility (in Studies 7 and 8), in Study 6 we gave brief consideration to a parallel account. It is possible that under PIF, people feel pressured to pay more for whatever reason, but more important, because of the nature of the experimental design, feel unable to express an explanation for a lower payment. Accordingly, it is possible that PIF effects are artifactual. In Study 6, we manipulated the opportunity to publicly justify payments to see if that opportunity lowers payments.

Study 6: Do People Pay Less If They Have a Chance to Justify Their Payment?

Study 6 examined how an opportunity to explicitly display generosity—or explicitly justify frugality—affected payments under PIF. Specifically, we manipulated the extent to which participants could showcase their generosity or justify their frugality to the following participant (and to the experimenter). We had two primary predictions. First, because people are concerned about how they are seen by others, they would pay more when their
payments could be observed. Second, if people are constrained by an inability to justify a (low) payment, then the ability to justify should reduce payments.

Method

Undergraduates \((N = 193)\) participated in a 2 (payment amount information: yes vs. no) \(\times 2\) (message: yes vs. no) between-participants design. All participants received the PIF instructions from Study 5 (i.e., they had been given a mug and told that the next person would be given one as well and that they could pay for the mug on behalf of the next person). Participants in three conditions were given a card to write either a message, the amount they were paying forward, or both. The cards were 3.5 \(\times 5\) inches and made of card stock (examples are shown in Figures S1.1–S1.3 in the online supplemental materials).

Participants were tested individually. Each was greeted, seated at a laptop, paid the $10 show-up fee in $1 bills, and asked to start a survey that was unrelated to this study. At the end of the survey (approximately 20–25 min), participants answered the same pretest questions used in Study 4 (see Table S2 in the online supplemental materials). Participants were given the mug and received the PIF message, with an addition consistent with the conditional assignment. Participants in the message condition, for example, were told, “Please write a message to the next participant on this card. Leave the card here (on the keyboard) when you are finished. It will be presented to the next participant.” The experimenter gave each participant a Cal mug, an envelope, and a card (for all but the control condition), and left the room. A final survey asked the same questions used as in Study 4 (see Table S2 in the online supplemental materials).

Results and Discussion

A 2 (payment amount information: yes vs. no) \(\times 2\) (message: yes vs. no) between-participants ANOVA revealed that participants paid more when they had to report the amount they paid \((Ms = \$2.34 vs. \$1.54)\), \(F(1, 189) = 6.86, p = .010\). There was no evidence supporting the justification account. In fact, contrary to that hypothesis, payments slightly increased when people could justify their payment amount \((Ms = \$2.25 vs. \$1.63)\), \(F(1, 189) = 4.12, p = .044\). The interaction was not significant, \(F(1, 189) = 0.52, p = .470\). One prediction was confirmed, but the other was rather soundly rejected. (See Figure 2).

Regardless of these conditional differences, this study provided a second confirmation that people might choose their payments based on how they perceive the payments of others. As in Study 5, participants thought that the previous \((M = \$2.47)\) and next \((M = \$2.53)\) participants paid significantly more for the mug than they did \((M_{predicted\ other’s\ payments} = \$2.50 vs. M_{Participant’s\ payment} = \$1.93)\), \(t(186) = 3.60, p < .001\).

We can make a tentative claim across these two studies about why PIF leads to higher payments than PWYW. The first step is predicated on pluralistic ignorance (Allport, 1924; Miller & McFarland, 1987); participants think that others are paying more. The second step is driven by social pressure: people do not want to pay much less than they think other people are paying.

In Study 7, we followed that logic to identify a manipulation that might operate on the pluralistic ignorance. We closely followed previous manipulations used in more complex environments (e.g., to reduce campus alcohol consumption; Schroeder & Prentice, 1998) and disabused people by giving them information about how much others have paid. Specifically, in addition to the payment wording manipulation (PWYW vs. PIF), some participants were told how much the previous participant had paid for a mug, whereas the rest were not provided this information. We predicted that, replicating Study 5, people would pay more under PIF when they did not know the payment of the previous participant, but that this effect would be eliminated when participants were told how much the previous participant had paid.

Study 7: Does Knowing the Payment of Others Eliminate the Influence of Pay-It-Forward?

In this study, we examined how payments change when people know about the payments of others. We informed approximately half of the participants that the previous participant had paid $1.50 for a mug (we adopted $1.50 as it was roughly the average amount paid for the mug previously). In this way, although we were deceptive in telling people that the previous person had paid exactly that amount (in order to keep the conditions identical), the stated price was close to what naturally occurred.

Method

Undergraduates \((N = 198)\) were tested individually and were randomly assigned to one of four conditions in a 2 (pricing: PWYW vs. PIF) \(\times 2\) (previous participant’s payment information: yes vs. no) between-participants design. The design was nearly identical to that employed in Studies 5 and 6. Each participant was greeted, seated at a laptop, paid a $10 show-up fee in $1 bills, and asked to begin an unrelated survey. At the end of this survey (which lasted approximately 20 min), participants answered the
same questions used in Studies 5 and 6 (see Table S2 in the online supplemental materials). We were aiming for a minimum of 45 participants per cell; we conducted the study until the end of the semester and did not analyze the data until the study was completed.

After completing the survey, participants received a university coffee mug and were asked to either “pay what you want” or “pay it forward” for the next participant. At this point, approximately half of the participants were told verbally that the previous participant had paid $1.50 for the mug. Specifically, participants in the PWYW condition were told

Today you will receive a Cal mug. The mug is yours, but you also have an option to pay what you want for it (the participant before you paid $1.50). You can put your payment in this envelope and drop it in the box on the desk.

Participants in the PIF condition were told

Today you will receive a Cal mug. The mug is yours, it was paid for by the participant before you (who gave $1.50). You have a chance to pay it forward to the next participant. You can put your payment in this envelope and drop it in the box on the desk.

The experimenter made clear that all participants would receive a mug regardless of how much they paid and that their payment was on behalf of themselves or on behalf of the next participant, depending on condition. The experimenter left the room for a few minutes, returned, and asked participants to complete a final survey on the computer, which contained the same items as in the previous two studies. The only change from the previous studies was that participants who were told about the previous participant’s payment information were additionally asked the extent to which they thought that the previous participant’s payment (of $1.50) was fair.

Results and Discussion

Payment. We predicted that, in the absence of knowledge about the previous participant’s payment, people would pay more under PIF than under PWYW (replicating the previous studies), but that difference would be eliminated when the previous participant’s payment was revealed. We submitted participants’ payments to a 2 (pricing: PWYW vs. PIF) × 2 (previous participant payment information: yes vs. no) ANOVA. Consistent with the results of Study 5, participants paid more under PIF than they did under PWYW (Ms = $1.84 vs. $1.22), F(1, 194) = 8.48, p = .004, and paid more when they did not know about the payment of the previous participant than when they did (Ms = $1.85 vs. $1.21), F(1, 194) = 8.99, p = .003. Most important, those effects were qualified by the predicted interaction, F(1, 194) = 9.66, p = .002. When people did not know how much the previous participant had paid, they paid more under PIF than under PWYW (Ms = $2.48 vs. $1.21), t(91) = 3.13, p = .002, whereas people made very similar payments in those conditions when they were informed how much the previous participant had paid (Ms = $1.23 vs. $1.19), t(103) = 0.25, p = .81; see Figure 3.

Predictions of the next participant’s payment. Participants’ estimations about the payment of the next participant closely mirrored the pattern observed with actual payments. We submitted participants’ estimation to the same 2 (pricing: PWYW vs. PIF) × 2 (previous participant’s payment information: yes vs. no) ANOVA. The main effects of both pricing and previous participant’s information were significant. Estimations provided by participants in the PIF condition were significantly higher than those reported by participants in the PWYW condition (Ms = $2.45 vs. $1.94), F(1, 185) = 4.47, p = .036. In addition, people thought that the next participant would pay more when they were not given information about the previous participant relative to when they had learned how much the previous participant had paid (Ms = $2.73 vs. $1.67), F(1, 185) = 19.38, p < .001. These effects were qualified by the predicted interaction, F(1, 185) = 12.79, p < .001.

Consistent with the results presented thus far, payments for the mug were significantly higher under PIF. Also, similar to participants in Studies 5 and 6, all participants in Study 7 estimated that payments of other (previous and next) were more than they actually were (MCombined predictions = $2.62 vs. MActual payment = $1.49), t(50) = 5.14, p < .001.

As in the previous studies, when people were asked to pay-it-forward, they paid more than when asked to simply pay-what-you-want. However, that effect was only observed when participants did not know how much the previous participant had paid. When participants were disabused of their belief about others’ behavior, the effect was eliminated.

Participants in the PWYW conditions paid about the same whether they were informed of how much the previous participant had paid. As with the participants in the PIF conditions, participants who paid what they wanted were likely to be influenced by the information of the previous participant’s payment amount. However, it is also possible that participants in the PWYW condition based their payment on other idiosyncratic factors such as their internal valuation of a mug or their concerns for fairness toward the experimenter, which was similar to the average payment amount of previous participants. If this were true, their payment amount might be less tied to the information of others’ payment, and participants would pay about the same amount (i.e., $1.50) for a mug regardless of others’ payment amount. In the next
study, we tested this possibility by varying the previous participant’s payment amount to be lower or higher than the average payment in the PWYW and PIF conditions.

**Study 8: Receiving Information About a Generous (or Stingy) Previous Participant**

In this study, we tested how people were influenced by information about previous participants’ payments, particularly when those payments were unusually low or unusually high. To identify “low” and “high” payments, we looked at the distribution of PIF payments in Studies 5 and 7. For this study, we chose $0.50 (a 31st percentile payment) and $2.50 (an 83rd percentile payment) to serve as low and high payments.

**Method**

Students and employees (N = 329) of the University of California, Berkeley, were randomly assigned to one condition in a 2 (pricing: PWYW or PIF) × 3 (information of the previous participant’s payment: no information, low payment, or high payment) ANOVA. As in the previous studies, overall people paid slightly more under PIF than they did under PWYW (Mps = $1.47 vs. $1.79), F(1, 321) = 4.29, p = .049, and their payments varied as a function of the information they received about the payments of others, F(2, 321) = 9.43, p < .001. Most important, those effects were qualified by the predicted interaction, F(2, 321) = 7.84, p < .001. When participants did not know how much the previous participant had paid, they paid more under PIF than under PWYW (Mps = $2.57 vs. $1.37), t(107) = 3.20, p = .002. PIF and PWYW were not statistically different with either the low payment (MpsWYW = $1.29 vs. MpsIF = $0.99), t(105) = 1.42, p = .158, or the high payment (MpsWYW = $1.75 vs. MpsIF = $1.79), t(109) = 0.21, p = .837, see **Figure 4**.

**Predictions of the next participant’s payment.** As in previous studies, all participants predicted how much the next participant would pay for a mug. Again, we used the same 2 × 3 ANOVA. In this study, there was no overall main effect of pricing (MpsWYW = $1.83 vs. MpsIF = $1.86), F(1, 315) = 0.04, p = .840, but there was an effect of payment information, F(2, 315) = 13.00, p < .001. Consistent with the previous study, those effects were qualified by an interaction, F(2, 315) = 3.37, p = .036, though in this case, the pattern was somewhat peculiar. As before, participants estimated higher payments under PIF when they did not have information about the previous participant (Ms = $2.50 vs. $1.93), but this difference was only marginally significant, t(103) = 1.52, p = .13. In the low-payment condition, PWYW participants predicted higher payments than did those participants in the PIF condition (MpsWYW = $1.50 vs. MpsIF = $1.03), t(102) = 2.03, p = .045. Predictions were very similar in the high-payment condition (MpsWYW = $1.70 vs. MpsIF = $1.79), t(109) = 0.44, p = .659.

**Study 9: Ruling Out Misunderstanding and Considering Near Extensions**

The lab and field studies we have presented compared payments under PWYW and PIF under a small handful of conditions. In combination, they display a generally robust (if still incompletely understood) phenomenon. In the process of evaluating the article, our reviewers and editor identified a series of open questions or concerns about how participants interpreted the manipulations and
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suggested a few possibilities for alternative phrasings that might produce similar or different results. The following experiments are our efforts to investigate those possibilities. Unlike in the previous eight studies, in these studies, we used an online population and asked them to consider a hypothetical scenario. While giving up the realism of actual payment, the studies retain the core psychology of the other studies.

**Experiment 9A: Are People Confused About Whether They Can Pay Any Price?**

In some of these studies (i.e., Studies 2 and 8), we made an additional effort to ensure that people understood that all participants received the product regardless of payment. Nevertheless, participant confusion might still contribute to the differences between PWYW and PIF. Experiment 9A was designed to rule out that possibility.

In the three experiments in Study 9, we used hypothetical settings in which participants recruited from an online panel, Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), estimated other customers’ as well as their own willingness to pay for a cup of coffee under PWYW or PIF. We used this coffee purchase setting because it is similar to the field setting in Study 4 in which we sold coffee at a farmers’ market under PWYW and PIF. A serious concern about using this setting is that people might report significantly higher payments than would be observed in real life (i.e., it is a lot easier to part ways with a hypothetical dollar than an actual dollar). We wanted to correct for possible outliers but do so in a way that neither appreciably distorted the data nor left us open to the risk of p-hacking (Simonsohn, Nelson, & Simmons, in press). Accordingly, we set an arbitrary (but reasonable) point to winsorize the data and preregistered that specification for all studies at Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/), a public resource for documenting transparent scientific practices.

**Method**

Participants (N = 419) recruited from MTurk were randomly assigned to two pricing conditions, PWYW and PIF. Participants imagined that they were purchasing a cup of coffee at a regular coffee shop and estimated a typical person’s and their own payment. In the PWYW condition, participants read

> The coffee shop does not use traditional fixed prices. Instead customers are told the following: “Today every customer can have coffee for any price he or she chooses to pay. You can pay what you want for a cup of coffee.”

In the PIF condition, they read

> The coffee shop does not use traditional fixed prices. Instead customers are told the following: “Today every customer can have coffee for any price he or she chooses to pay. A customer who came earlier has paid for your coffee. Now that your coffee’s been paid for, you have a chance to pay it forward to a customer who will come later.”

The exact materials are posted along with the preregistration at https://osf.io/z9q4y/.

Participants in both conditions then answered three additional questions probing whether they understood that all customers could pay any price they wanted for a cup of coffee. Participants saw the PWYW or PIF pricing description again and answered either yes or no to the following three questions: “Was the customer who came earlier allowed to pay any price he or she wanted for coffee?”; “Are you allowed to pay any price you want for coffee?”; and “Will a customer who comes later today be allowed to pay any price he or she wants for coffee?”

**Results and Discussion**

As we preregistered (https://osf.io/z9q4y/), we winsorized respondents’ willingness-to-pay estimates at $10. We determined this number based on the field data in which the maximum payment was $5 for a cup of coffee; we wanted to allow for higher payments but decided that any payments above $10 were unreasonable. Alternative specifications are reported in the online supplemental materials.

Replicating the results from the previous studies, respondents were willing to pay more for a cup of coffee under PIF than PWYW (M = $2.73 vs. $1.93), t(411) = 3.55, p < .001. Furthermore, people also thought that a typical customer would pay more under PIF than PWYW (M = $2.70 vs. $2.16), t(414) = 2.32, p = .021. Seventy-five percent of the participants correctly answered all three comprehension questions and reported that the customer before and after could pay any price they wanted. If we restrict the analysis only to that 75%, the results change in neither direction nor significance. These results indicate that most people were not confused about whether they could pay any price under PWYW and PIF. Furthermore, the PIF effect was not driven by people who misunderstood the pricing. Those respondents were not willing to pay more under PIF than PWYW (M = $2.79 vs. $2.76), t(102) = −0.06, p = .952, and also thought others would pay about the same under PWYW and PIF (M = $2.98 vs. $2.75), t(102) = 0.40, p = .690.

**Experiment 9B: “Can” Versus “Have a Chance”**

In Studies 1–8, participants were told, “You can pay what you want” in the PWYW condition or “You have a chance to pay forward” in the PIF condition. Experiment 9B was designed to rule out a possibility that the PIF effects were driven by this slight difference in the wording, “can” versus “have a chance.”

**Method**

Respondents (N = 835) recruited from MTurk were randomly assigned to participate in a 2 (pricing: PWYW or PIF) × 2 (wording: can or have a chance) between-participants design study.12 For the pricing manipulation, we used the same wordings for PWYW and PIF as in Experiment 9A with the can–versus–have a chance variation. In the PWYW conditions, participants read

> Imagine there is a coffee shop that sells regular coffee. The coffee shop does not use traditional fixed prices. Instead customers are told the following: “Today every customer can have coffee for any price he or she chooses to pay. You can have a chance to pay what you want for a cup of coffee.”

The PIF conditions followed the same pattern.

---

12 We excluded those who participated in Study 9A.
As in Study 9A, we asked the same three questions that probed whether participants understood that they and other customers could pay any price under PWYW and PIF. We also included an instructional attention check (Oppenheimer, Meyvis, & Dovidenko, 2009) to identify respondents who fail to read the instruction carefully.

Results and Discussion

As with Study 9A, we preregistered our plans for data collection and analyses (https://osf.io/a2icv/). Consistent with the preregistered plans, our primary analysis excluded those who failed the attention check, and we winsorized the willingness-to-pay estimates at $10. Alternative specifications are reported in the online supplemental materials.

We excluded 80 participants (9.6%) who failed the attention check. This exclusion left a final sample size of 756. A 2 (pricing: PWYW or PIF) × 2 (wording: can vs. have a chance) ANOVA on participants’ willingness-to-pay yielded only a main effect of pricing, such that participants were willing to pay more in PWYW conditions (M = $2.50 vs. $1.75), F(1, 752) = 45.71, p < .001. The “can” vs. “have a chance to” wording did not influence willingness-to-pay differentially (M = $2.12 vs. $2.13), F(1, 752) = 0.02, p = .883. Furthermore, the Pricing × Wording interaction was not significant, F(1, 752) = 1.06, p = .304.

A very similar pattern emerged for estimates of a typical customer’s willingness to pay. A 2 (pricing) × 2 (wording) ANOVA yielded only a main effect of pricing (M = $2.35 vs. $1.81), F(1, 752) = 27.54, p < .001. Neither the main effect of wording (M_{can} = $2.06 vs. M_{chance} = $2.10), F(1, 752) = 0.10, p < .758, nor the Pricing × Wording interaction was significant, F(1, 752) = 3.36, p = .067. The latter effect was not hypothesized and is not significant but is directionally suggestive of a larger PIF-vs.-PWYW difference with “can” wording than with “have a chance” wording. These results suggest that the PIF effect observed in the previous studies was not driven by a slight wording difference and was used (i.e., they can pay what they want versus they have a chance to pay forward).

Among those who passed the attention check, 93.5% correctly believed that they as well as the previous and the next customer could pay any price under PWYW or PIF. Again, if we restrict the analysis to only those people, the results change in neither direction nor significance.

Experiment 9C: Paying for, and Being Paid for by, a Singular Other or Plural Others

An astute reviewer asked whether the PIF effect was limited to the social exchange between the specific customers in the chain of PIF transactions. Is it that people feel a social connection with a specific other, or would the effect hold with for a diffuse “others”? We additionally considered a slightly stronger alternative: what if customers are told that the company has paid for them? Will a customer still pay forward the company’s kindness to another customer? Experiment 9C tested how the information about kind behavior can be generalized beyond the specific PIF pricing framing our previous studies have used.

Method

Participants (N = 1,065) were randomly assigned to one of five pricing conditions, PWYW, PIF, PIF singular, PIF plural, and PIF company. The first two conditions repeated the conditions of Experiment 9A. In the PIF singular condition, participants read

Imagine there is a coffee shop that sells regular coffee. The coffee shop does not use traditional fixed prices. Instead, customers are told the following: “Today every customer can have coffee for any price he or she chooses to pay. The previous customer has paid for your coffee. Now that your coffee’s been paid for, you can pay it forward to the next customer.”

In the PIF plural condition, participants read

Today every customer can have coffee for any price he or she chooses to pay. Previous customers have paid for your coffee. You can pay it forward to future customers.

In the PIF company condition, participants read

Today every customer can have coffee for any price he or she chooses to pay. We’ve paid for your coffee. Now that your coffee’s been paid for, you can pay it forward to a customer who will come later.

After indicating a typical person’s and their own willingness to pay for a cup of coffee, they were asked the same three questions in Experiments 9A and 9B assessing understanding and then answered an additional attention check.

Results and Discussion

As in Studies 9A and 9B, we preregistered our plans for data collection and analyses (https://osf.io/pyb6c/). In our primary analysis, we again Winsorized willingness to pay at $10 and excluded those who failed the attention check. Alternative specifications are reported in the online supplemental materials.

Of the 1,065 participants, 169 (16%) failed the attention check. Excluding them left us 896 participants for analysis. Relative to the PWYW condition, participants said that they would pay more for a cup of coffee in all four of the PIF conditions, 3.50 ≤ ts ≤ 4.61, ps ≤ .001. Similarly, estimates of a typical person’s payments were higher in all four PIF conditions than in the PWYW condition, 3.23 ≤ ts ≤ 4.17, ps ≤ .001. There were no differences between the four PIF conditions in terms of personal payment (.04 ≤ ts ≤ .93; .35 < ps < .97) or estimates of others’ payments (.17 ≤ ts ≤ 1.06; .292 ≤ ps < .866; see Figure 5).

Of the 896 participants used for analysis, 125 participants (14%) did not think that they or other customers could pay any price they

13 Including those who failed the attention check did not change the direction or significance of the results.

14 In this study, because of a software cap at 1,000, we could not systematically block all respondents who had previously participated in a similar study (e.g., Study 9A). Instead, we simply asked participants whether they had completed surveys using a similar coffee purchasing setting before and told them that their payment would not depend on how they answered this question.
reported previously.\textsuperscript{16} As in Experiments 9A and 9B, excluding these participants did not change the direction or significance of the results reported previously.\textsuperscript{16}

### General Discussion

The present research documents a novel influence on generosity under consumer elective pricing. Merely reframing payments as being on behalf of others, despite representing an identical financial reality, resulted nevertheless in people paying more. Four field studies (Study 1–4) compared behaviors under PWYW with those under PIF and showed robust evidence suggesting that people pay more under PIF than PWYW in both nonprofit and profit settings. Subsequent lab studies investigated potential mechanisms for the reported phenomenon. Study 5 found that payments under PWYW and PIF were not influenced by the identifiability of either the giver or recipient, suggesting that the differential weighting for reciprocity and generosity could not explain the difference. Study 6 showed that the effect was not merely due to lack of opportunity to justify the payment, since even with justification opportunities payments did not decrease. Studies 7 and 8 showed that personal payments were heavily influenced by information about the payments of others. When people do not know about others’ payments, PIF makes them believe that others are paying more, but knowing the payments of others entirely eliminates the effect. Experiments 9a and 9b showed that neither confusion nor wording confound explained the observed differences. Finally, Experiment 9C tested whether the effect holds beyond the specific target of a giver or recipient.

Under consumer elective pricing, people frequently pay for something that they can have for free. Whether payment is directed to a seller or another buyer, payment of any amount under consumer elective pricing indicates that people are influenced by social motives other than material self-interest. Perhaps people construe the exchange as pure charity, with the generosity directed toward a seller, an experimenter, or other buyers instead of victims of misfortune. Indeed, some of the same underlying psychological motives are likely at work in consumer elective pricing and pure giving or helping situations. For example, as the present research highlighted, people are heavily influenced by the behavior—real or perceived—of others. Famously, the same concerns have been thought to contribute to helping behaviors in an emergency situation as well (e.g., Latané & Darley, 1970).

Despite those similarities, the key determinants of the level of kindness (i.e., how much people pay or give) may differ in consumer elective pricing and charitable giving situations. In a charitable giving context, the emotional connection with the recipient substantially determines how much someone gives. Contributions increase as the emotional connection increases through features such as identifiability of the recipient, social distance from the recipient, and familiarity with the recipient’s distress (Batson, O’Quin, Fultz, Vanderplas, & Isen, 1983; Small & Loewenstein, 2003; Small & Simonsohn, 2008). These variables did not seem to play as big a role with consumer elective pricing in our studies. In both consumer elective pricing and pure giving situations, people may feel pressured to follow the behaviors of others in an effort to behave appropriately. On the other hand, in pure charitable giving, there is a sense that any contribution might be an appreciated contribution, and contributors seek a contribution level that sufficiently relieves the distress evoked through empathy toward others. The same does not hold for consumer elective pricing, in which there is an implicit sense that payments below a certain level might be judged as too low, and instead people seek a payment level that meets the needs of looking kind, while simultaneously feeling affordable.

It should be noted that the observable generosity of others could just as easily push the opposite direction. If people are focused on the net charitable contribution, then information about generous others might prompt people to “free ride” instead. We are not the only ones who do not find evidence for that alternative (e.g., Andreoni & Scholz, 1998), as free riding on the generosity of others is considered socially inappropriate and therefore, psychologically costly. Pushing even further against that alternative is the possibility that people see the contributions of others as a signal of the quality of a product or the worthiness of an act (Silverman, Robertson, Middlebrook, & Drabman, 1984; Vesterlund, 2003).

Payments in consumer elective pricing are partially driven by ambiguity over what an appropriate payment should be. Without clear standards, people need to rely on their estimates of norms. Those estimates are at risk for systematic error. People inaccurately estimate that others are willing to pay more for goods (Frederick, 2012) and try to match their payment to their perception of others’ payment. We can reasonably ask then, when will people correctly estimate actual norms? Tipping is an example of an elective payment with very well understood and agreed-upon norms. At restaurants, for example, people in the United States tend to use 15% as a rule of thumb and pay more depending on how they evaluate service quality and other various factors contributing to their dining experience (e.g., group size, alcohol consumption, and frequency of visits; Bodvarsson & Gibson, 1994). Although tipping is conceptually intended to incentivize workers, the effect of service quality is minimal on the total tipping per-

\textsuperscript{15} In PWYW, this was the case for 9.2% of the participants and for 13.6% in PIF, 11.4% in PIF singular, 19.9% in PIF plural, and 15.7% in PIF company.

\textsuperscript{16} The participants (86, or 9.6%) indicating that they had completed a similar survey before were excluded from our analysis. Excluding these repeat survey takers did not change the direction or significance of our reported results.
They also want to save their money. In concept, therefore, people vary depending on the nature of people’s social relationships. People might follow different norms depending on how closely they relate to the person with whom they exchange gifts. Future researchers could investigate how the strength of social relationships with others influences people’s identification of norms and their level of generosity under PIF.

Our research suggests that people think that others are paying more under PIF than PWYW. But we still do not know exactly why people estimate a higher level of generosity in others under PIF than PWYW. One possibility hinges on the well-documented (but also imperfectly understood) bias toward overestimating the willingness to pay of others (Frederick, 2012). This research shows that, across a wide array of goods and services (e.g., a can of macadamia nuts, a portable minicycle, and so on), people think that someone else who similarly likes the product would nevertheless be willing to pay more for it. Add in the much more straightforward contention that payments are influenced by what they think others are paying, and there is a plausible explanation for the effect: the PIF wording makes people think of others’ payments, people overestimate the payments of others, and people adjust their own payments up to match that perception. This explanation is parsimonious but necessarily speculative. Subsequent researchers could aim to isolate the role of (mis)perceptions of other payments. Any answer would likely inform not only this research but also the research of Frederick (2012; Weaver & Frederick, 2012).

Our research indicates that people pay more when they pay it forward. We think that this phenomenon is due to indirectly (implicitly) invoked social influence. When we made those influences more explicitly relevant, however, by exposing the identity of gift exchange partners (Study 5), we found no effect of the manipulation. These results suggest that the explicit identity of an exchange partner itself does not influence the level of generosity under PIF. Participants’ generosity might be influenced by how closely participants relate to their exchange partners under PIF.

Small and Simonsohn (2008) found that a closer personal relationship with victims of a misfortune increased sympathy and charitable giving. The participants in our Study 5 were all functionally at the same middling social distance of unfamiliar undergraduates at the same university. Would participants be more generous under PIF if they exchanged gifts with close friends? Since givers and receivers are not victims of misfortune, there is unlikely to be major changes in sympathy. However, the norms of generosity change with reduced social distance. Exchange relationships involve short-term interactions with strangers or acquaintances, whereas communal relationships involve long-term interactions with close friends or family members (Clark & Mills, 1979, 1993). People in exchange relationships tend to keep record of their exchange partners’ past favors and return the favors at a comparable level. On the contrary, people in communal relationships avoided a “tit-for-tat” type of reciprocity and paid attention to their interaction partners’ need and felt obligated to accommodate their need (Clark, 1984). These findings suggest that dominant norms vary depending on the nature of people’s social relationships. People might follow different norms depending on how closely they relate to the person with whom they exchange gifts. Future researchers could investigate how the strength of social relationships with others influences people’s identification of norms and their level of generosity under PIF.

People like to be seen as generous by others and by themselves. They also want to save their money. In concept, therefore, people savor an opportunity to save money while also saving face. Study 6 tested this possibility. Participants could protect their self-image by justifying a low payment.17 They did not take the opportunity; they paid slightly more. Perhaps participants interpreted it as an opportunity to authentically express and explain their generosity. Consistent with this possibility, when we excluded zero payments from our analysis, only the message factor significantly predicted higher payments. When people wrote a message, more people (32% vs. 19.4%) paid zero, but those who paid something did not pay any less than those who indicated payments ($M = $3.27 vs. $2.93).

Pay-it-forward pricing has two quite different features: receiving a gift and giving a gift. Whereas the former invokes the norms of reciprocity, the latter is more closely related to generosity. Which is the more powerful influence in shaping people’s behaviors under PIF? Grant and Dutton (2012) found that people behave more prosocially when reflecting on giving benefits to others than receiving benefits from others. They argued that giving to others enhances the salience and strength of a giver’s identity as a capable and caring person, whereas receiving from others increases a sense of indebtedness and incompetence. Consistent with these findings, we predicted that when people were reminded of giving rather than receiving a gift, they would pay forward a higher amount.

We conducted a pilot test of this possibility at a local Indian restaurant. Karma Kitchen has operated with a pay-it-forward pricing model as a Sunday lunch restaurant for many years. In this experiment, we made either the receiving or giving feature of PIF salient and recorded customers’ payments. When people entered the restaurant, they were told that their meals had been paid for another customer who came earlier and they could pay it forward to another customer. At the end of their meal, customers (N = 94) received one of two slight variants of the PIF language. When customers received their check, they received a card that said either “Thanks for coming to the Karma Kitchen today. Someone who came here earlier paid for your meal as a gift. How much would you like to pay? $____.” or “Thanks for coming to the Karma Kitchen today. Now you have a chance to pay for the meal as a gift for someone who will come later. How much would you like to pay? $____.” Consistent with our prediction, groups of customers paid more when the card emphasized giving ($M = $20.42) than when it emphasized receiving ($M = $11.09), F(1, 40) = 4.77, p = .035.

We were able to conduct this experiment for only 1 day and had an insufficient sample size to credibly test our prediction (despite the statistical significance), and therefore, we are hesitant to conclude that the influence of generosity is stronger than reciprocity in the PIF context. However, these results hint that even though people are heavily influenced by norms of others’ behaviors, they may be more responsive to the aspects of the normative appeals that enhance and strengthen their identity.

17 An even more severe form would be to lie by making a small donation but claiming a large donation on the card. Seven participants showed a mismatch between actual and reported payments, six of whom reported a higher number than they had actually paid. There were no conditional differences in these payments, but the behavior is still intriguing.
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